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(Belated) Happy New Year 2017!
From James DeMeo and OBRL

Blue Haze at Twilight, over the Cascade-Siskiyou Monument. The OBRL
Research and Educational Center is located inside this Monument, a nature
preserve and protected enclave, dominated by a mature pine-cedar forest. Our
Summer 2017 Seminar will be held at this location. (details on page 6)
The OBRL Annual Newsletter is sent out once per year, in late December or early
January. Subscribe to OBRL-News or visit the OBRL-Blog for more frequent
notices. http://www.orgonelab.org/OBRLNewsletter.htm
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Here’s an account of work at OBRL in 2016
and what’s in store for 2017 and the future.
Dear Friends and Supporters,
This year passed with a variety of important activity at OBRL: New publications,
lectures, continued laboratory research, drought-abatement with the cloudbuster, a
lot of productive activity and work. We also initiated a new fundraising effort,
keeping our internet websites and social media active in presenting clear factual
reports. Details on these and other things will be given below.
Your interest in keeping abreast of my work as supported via OBRL is most
appreciated. Please consider to make a donation, or to purchase our books, the
older and newer ones, for both yourself, as well as for gifts to family, students and
friends.
Thanks for your interest,
James DeMeo, PhD
Director of OBRL
http://www.orgonelab.org
http://www.saharasia.org
1. New Published Books and Articles:
Six New Books were published in 2015, and two more in 2016. You can review the
OBRL Newsletter #28 from last year to get a list of the others, but here are the
latest additions to our publishing line, with descriptions.
* MARX ENGELS LENIN TROTSKY: GENOCIDE
QUOTES: The Hidden History of Communism's
Founding Tyrants, in their Own Words,
by James DeMeo
Stalin and Mao were butchers, Marxists admit... "But
Stalin and Mao betrayed the original Communism of
Marx and Engels!" "Lenin freed the Russian People and
if Trotsky had won the power struggle with Stalin, things
would have gone differently". So say the Marxists. But a
dispassionate examination of the lesser-known writings
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of Communism's founding tyrants, things they wrote in letters, documents, briefs
and telegrams, indicate this benign view simply isn't true. Comrades Marx &
Engels advocated war, slavery, racism, ethnic hatreds & genocide. They mocked
justice, freedom, democracy & equality, and had only contempt for the poor,
workers, farmers & moderates. Comrades Lenin & Trotsky put Marx & Engels
into practice, instituting a reign of terror, assassinations, slavery, mass-murder &
genocide. They promised democracy but usurped it & imprisoned or murdered
dissenters, opponents & "counter-revolutionaries." They seized food from starving
farmers, executed surrendered & wounded soldiers, along with random prostitutes,
alcoholics, factory workers, tradesmen, peasants, villagers & ethnicities, with
massive deportations of men, women and children to the Siberian Gulag - a prison
system begun by Lenin, not Stalin. In this exacting review by historical scientist
James DeMeo, PhD, the Hidden History of Communism's Founding Tyrants is
exposed, in their Own Words. Marx Engels Lenin Trotsky: Genocide Quotes is a
must-read book for every thoughtful student and adult, about the false "peacejustice" agendas of the Marxist movements which once again threaten the world's
democracies.
To the above description, I can add this book was written to educate young
people with interests in Reich, as to dangers of Marxism that Reich only fully
realized later in life, during his American period when he became seriously antiCommunist. The book itself has no mention of Reich, however, and stands on its
own merits. A Book Review of this title was made by Dr. Laina Farhat-Holzman,
here: http://www.globalthink.net/index.php?IDX=503#lbl503 For a discussion on
Reich’s break with Marxism-Communism, see my other book In Defense of
Wilhelm Reich.
* オルゴンアキュミュレーター八ンﾄブック Orgone
Accumulator Handbook, Abridged Japanese Edition.
This book is a reprint of a Japanese translation of the
very early 1st edition of the Orgone Accumulator
Handbook. I won’t repeat the description as it is
Japanese script. The interested reader can review that
text at different Japanese websites where it is sold, such
as Amazon.jp website. Or from here:
https://obrlnews.wordpress.com/2016/03/20/orgoneaccumulator-handbook-abridged-japanese-edition-isalubn/
The serious student of orgonomy should have all our high-quality books in their
library, as they are excellent scientific information with essays validating and often
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expanding upon Wilhelm Reich’s sex-economic clinical work, with experimental
reports corroborating Reich’s original orgone energy research findings, and related
phenomenon.
You can obtain both of these books, and the others, from the following websites:
Natural Energy Works (USA): http://www.naturalenergyworks.net
Amazon.com (USA), Amazon.ca (Canada), Amazon.co.uk (Europe),
Amazon.in (India), Amazon.jp (Japan), FishPond.au.com (Australia-NZ)
and BookDepository.com (world-wide, often with free shipping).\
2. Radio Interview on WCBM, Baltimore
I was invited to discuss the subject of “The Forced Collective Suicide of the
Western Nations” and the larger issues of the current Muslim mass-immigration
dangers. This interview discussion included a review of my Saharasia findings,
which document the high levels of social violence across the Islamic world, in a
very exact scientific analysis. This interview can be heard as a podcast from the
following weblink.
http://21stcenturyradio.com/audioarchives/2015/index.html NorbergeHodgeDeMeo
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ESSAYS, from OBRL Social Media
The essays will not be reproduced here,
go to the Wordpress links to read them.
3. On the Saharasia Discoveries, Human Sexuality and Marxism
* More support for Saharasia. What destroyed the Maya?
https://obrlnews.wordpress.com/2016/05/15/more-support-for-saharasia/
* Ancient Violence in Kenya Confirms, does not Refute the 1986 Findings
in Saharasia
https://obrlnews.wordpress.com/2016/02/08/ancient-violence-in-kenya-confirmsdoes-not-refute-the-1986-findings-in-saharasia/
* Daoud “The Sexual Misery of the Arab World”
https://obrlnews.wordpress.com/2016/02/25/daoud-the-sexual-misery-of-the-arabworld-3/
* Marxism, “Comrade Thomas” (aka “Yakov Reich”, “Arnold Rubinstein”)
and Wilhelm Reich
https://obrlnews.wordpress.com/2016/02/14/marxism-comrade-thomas-aka-yakovreich-arnold-rubinstein-and-wilhelm-reich-2/
4. On Atmosphere, Droughts and Cloudbusting
* Lake Mead at Record Low Level – But Proven Drought-Abatement
Solutions Ignored
https://obrlnews.wordpress.com/2016/05/21/lake-mead-at-record-low-level-butproven-drought-abatement-solutions-ignored/
* POSTSCRIPT: Lake Mead at Record Low Level
https://obrlnews.wordpress.com/2016/05/23/postscript-lake-mead-at-record-lowlevel-but-proven-drought-abatement-solutions-ignored/
* CORE Network Success – “Miracle March II” West Coast Rains & Snow —
Preliminary Report
https://obrlnews.wordpress.com/2016/03/30/core-network-success-miracle-marchii-west-coast-rains-snow-preliminary-report/
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* Open Letter Regarding Recent West Coast Cloudbusting Operations
http://www.orgonelab.org/demeopubsPDFs/2016OpenLetterButtonwillowOROP.p
df
* Confronting Trevor Constable’s Distortions of Reich
https://obrlnews.wordpress.com/2016/11/15/confronting-trevor-constablesdistortions-of-reich/

5 OBRL SEMINAR 12-13 Aug. 2017, Ashland Oregon - Register Early!
on “James DeMeo's 45 Years of Scientific Investigations and
Experimental Confirmations of Wilhelm Reich's Sex-Economic
and Orgone Biophysical Discoveries, with new findings.”
Presented by James DeMeo, PhD
http://www.orgonelab.org/events.htm

The Orgone Biophysical Research Laboratory
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Seminar Field Trip Planned, to Crater Lake National Park:
Bluest Water in the World!

13. Continuing Work on the Spectrographic Signatures in Orgone Charged
Water, and Rainwater. Update Report Those who have followed my
experimental investigations into the spectrographic properties of orgone-charged
distilled water will recall how I discovered a far-UV absorption signature in such
water, a spectral signature that was not present, or present only weakly, in uncharged control distilled water samples. I presented several papers on this subject
to the International Conference on the Physics, Chemistry and Biology of Water,
starting in 2009, and continuing in 2011, 2014 and 2015. This line of research also
led to the discovery of a related spectral fluorescence signature that covers the
near-UV and blue frequencies. This signal was a clear verification of Reich’s
concepts of “orgonotic lumination”, that the orgone energy content of water would,
under excitation by UV frequencies as found in natural sunlight, react with a deep
and lusterous bluish glow. My lecture PowerPoints to the Water Conferences are
available on my Academia.edu and ResearchGate.net websites, and videotapes of
those lectures are also available on YouTube:
Academia.edu
https://orgonelab.academia.edu/JamesDeMeo
The OBRL YouTube Channel
https://www.youtube.com/user/naturalenergyworks/videos
What is new in these findings for 2016, is that rainwater from a good strong storm
continues to show this same set of far-UV absorption and near-UV+blue
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fluorescence reactions. Weak drizzles have not so far shown these results,
indicating they are weakly charged as compared to heavier rains. A variety of
blue-glowing phenomenon in nature obtain a clear understanding from these new
findings, firstly postulated by Wilhelm Reich, but now objectively demonstrated
through spectrographic analysis.
Another aspect under investigation is the strange electrical charging of water that
occurs when it is kept stored for a few days inside an orgone accumulator, and a
few other novel enclosures developed at OBRL.
Spectroscopy of Strong Heavy Natural Rain/Snow
(minus distilled water control spectra)
Far-UV Absorption

Near UV & Blue Fluorescence
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IMPORTANT BOOKS YOU SHOULD HAVE IN YOUR LIBRARY
Saharasia: Findings made more that 15 years before 911, still pertinent and
essential to understand the terrorism, violence, misogyny and rapine predatory
behavior of Islamic culture -- the deadly sex-economic disaster within Islamic
regions -- now being imported into Europe and North America, by irresponsible
politicians and their supporters.
For full details, get the book:
Saharasia: The 4000 BCE Origins of Child-Abuse,
Sex-Repression, Warfare and Social Violence, In
the Deserts of the Old World
by James DeMeo
Available internationally from here:
http://www.naturalenergyworks.net
or here:
http://www.amazon.com/Saharasia-Origins-SexRepression-Warfare-Violence/dp/0980231647
ALSO:
In Defense of Wilhelm Reich: Opposing the 80-Years’ War of Mainstream
Defamatory Slander Against One of the 20th Century’s Most Brilliant
Physicians and Natural Scientists, by James DeMeo
Available internationally from:
http://www.naturalenergyworks.net and:
http://www.amazon.com/Defense-Wilhelm-Reich-MainstreamDefamatory/dp/0980231671/
In Defense of Wilhelm Reich unmasks Reich’s worst detractors as Political leftists
and advocates of the poisonous new “Genderism”.
REVIEW of In Defense of Wilhelm Reich, by Thomas Diferdinando:
https://obrlnews.wordpress.com/2014/06/12/book-review-in-defense-of-wilhelmreich/
A hearty thanks to Mr. Diferdinando for his kind words.
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OBRL Funding Request
Orgone Biophysical Research Lab
The Recent OBRL Fundraiser presents an overview of my decades of research in
experimental orgonomy, very worthwhile to review.
Your Support Requested
for Orgonomic Science and Research
from James DeMeo, PhD, Director of OBRL
http://www.orgonelab.org/OBRLNewsletter/ OBRLFundraiser16.pdf
All the above-described research projects and publishing efforts, as summarized in
this and the many prior OBRL Newsletters, were made possible by Dr. DeMeo’s
own hard work, helped by various volunteer associates, and most essentially by the
generous donations and book-purchases of OBRL supporters. Your Financial
Support is needed and very much appreciated. We are soliciting funds today
primarily for continuing laboratory experimental work at the OBRL, notably for
the water spectroscopy and Core field-work underway.
You can either DONATE ONLINE
http://www.orgonelab.org/donate
Or you can send a check made out to “OBRL” or to “Orgone Biophysical
Research Lab”, and send to PO Box 1148, Ashland, Oregon 97520.
OBRL is an IRS-approved 501(c)(3) non-profit foundation, established in 1978,
and your donation is tax-deductible.
Please also consider to remember OBRL in your Testament or Bequests.
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Due to the high costs of printing and mailing, Internet and
email are today our primary communication methods.
Get on the automated OBRL Yahoo e-lists
(if you have not already done so). Help us to keep you informed.
Go here, scroll down and add your email address:
http://www.orgonelab.org/OBRLNewsletter.htm
OBRL-News items are also posted to the OBRL-News Blog, which you can visit at
your leisure. Here:
http://obrlnews.wordpress.com/

Thanks very much for your interest and support.
Once more....
Our Best (Belated) Wishes for the New Year 2017!
James DeMeo, PhD
Director of OBRL
contact@orgonelab.org
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The OBRL High Altitude Research Lab and Office,
with Observatory, Seminar Room and Solarium.
Our Home Base, Summertime View.
Copyright © 2017

All Rights Reserved

This Newsletter produced by
James DeMeo, PhD, and the
Orgone Biophysical Research Laboratory
Ashland, Oregon, USA
http://www.orgonelab.org http://www.saharasia.org

Please share this download weblink within your circle:
http://www.orgonelab.org/OBRLNewsletter.htm
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